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 In drei einfachen Schritten die eigene WebApp sicher entwickeln
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› Studium B. Sc. Informatik @MUAS
Evaluation und exemplarische Implementierung eines 
sicheren Cloud–Speichers mit der Web Cryptography API

→ DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.11844.14724

› Student M. Sc. IT-Sicherheit @MUAS
IDM, Zero Trust Networks & Secure Software Development

› wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter @SecLab MUAS 
starke IDMs & Zero Trust Networks

› Software Developer & Security Engineer @inovex
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Motivation
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What are current challenges in Dev(Sec)Ops?

› process/culture is based on the development team

› rapid, practical programming conveyance

› improved, also proactive security is needed

› supply chain-attacks with increasing complexity
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What actually constitutes DevOps?
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How can we develop DevOps further?

DevOps moving at rapid pace

→ traditional security just can’t keep up

DevSecOps 

› easier to manage rapid pace of development

› management of large scale secure deployments

→ allows much smoother scaling

security as part of process is the only way to ensure safety
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DevSecOps
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What is DevSecOps
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Security
CIA-Principle

Operations
Reliability

Performance
Scaling

striving  “Secure by Default”

› integrated security via tools

› security as code culture

› promote cross skilling

Development
Software 
Releases 

and Updates

DevSecOps



Key elements of DevSecOps
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› application/API Inventory

› custom & Open-Source Code Security

› runtime Protection

› compliance monitoring

› cultural factors



Shifting Left saves cost & time

11Source: K. Haug. Shift Left: The Rise of DevSecOps. logix 2020.



Injecting Sec in DevOps

12Source: A. Shrivastava. DevSecOps What Why and How?. In blackhat USA 2019.



Tools
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What tools are available?

14Source: A. Shrivastava. DevSecOps What Why and How?. In blackhat USA 2019.



What tools are available?

15Source: A. Shrivastava. DevSecOps What Why and How?. In blackhat USA 2019.



What are the issues with these tools?

› Which one should I use for my problem?

› every environment is different

› advanced tooling requires 

→ a lot of knowledge

→ complicated configuration

→ differentiation of false/positive rate

→ large investment costs
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Which tools do I use to achieve quick results?

› using beginner tools first  Why?

→ quick win with a lot of benefits

→ no complex configuration is needed 

→ can be used in roughly every environment

focus on:

›  secret management
› dependency updates
› error tracking 
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Secret Management
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Secrets Management: Problems

› often credentials are stored in config files

› leakage can result in abuse scenario

› secrets management allows you to tokenize the 
information
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Secret Management: Solution

› prevent leaking of sensitive information 

→ before commit/push to repository

→ never share secrets via instant messaging apps, etc.

How to handle secrets than?

› using dedicated software to share secrets with ease

→ based on gpg

→ easy to use and to manage receptions of secrets
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Secret Management: pre-commit hooks

› sensitive information often erroneously leaked due to 
accidental git commits

→ access keys, access tokens, SSH keys, etc. 

→ pre-commit hooks on developer’s side avoid that

Important:

› if developers want they can circumvent this step hence 
use it like a defense in depth but don't fully rely on it
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Practical Example:
pre-commit hooks with gitleaks
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Practical Example: detect-secrets

usage with pre-commit framework

→ https://github.com/pre-commit/pre-commit 

and adding gitleaks
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https://github.com/pre-commit/pre-commit


Practical Example: gitleaks as pre-commit hook

via https://github.com/zricethezav/gitleaks 

→ scanning with gitleaks detect

→ uncommitted changes in repository: gitleaks protect 

→ Github Actions also possible
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https://github.com/zricethezav/gitleaks


Practical Example: gitleaks with Github Actions
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Practical Example:
Secret Management with gopass
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Practical Example: gopass
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via https://github.com/gopasspw/gopass 

› git by default
› easier management of recipients with gpg
› binary data can also be stored
› working on all OS

example: 
https://github.com/theexiile1305/meetup-devsecops-gopass 

https://github.com/gopasspw/gopass
https://github.com/theexiile1305/meetup-devsecops-gopass


Dependency 
Management
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Dependency Management: Problems

› product can be malfunction

› able to use new features added in the latest versions

› security issue fixes can be missed or delayed

› reduce maintenance overheads of old versions

› bug fixes are often contained in the new versions
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Dependency Management: Solution

Requirements:

› automated pull request
› overview of release notes
› maybe adoption, age and passing criteria

Basic prerequisite:

› basic CI
› tests should consists on unit/integration/security level 
› test sufficiently qualitatively as well as quantitatively
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Practical Example:
Dependency Updates with 

renovate/depfu/dependabot
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Practical Example: Dependency Updates
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via https://github.com/theexiile1305/meetup-devsecops-mw 

› several tools are available depending on tech-stack

→ renovate, depfu, dependabot
→ renovate enables self-hosted version

› automated creation of pull requests with

→ release notes

→ age, adoption, passing and confidence measurements 

https://github.com/theexiile1305/meetup-devsecops-mw


Practical Example: Dependency Updates
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Practical Example: Dependency Updates
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Practical Example: Dependency Updates
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Error Tracking
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Error Tracking: Problems

› trail of events that lead to errors

› releases provide visibility to which errors were 
addressed and which were introduced for the first time

› quickly identify performance issues before they become 
downtime

› enhancement of application monitoring with context 
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Error Tracking: Solution

› central management of errors with 

→ enrichment with click path and/or user behavior

→ especially from client side perspective

› integration to other tools

→ e.g.: repository, management of tasks, CI/CD,

communication, etc.

› alerting whenever peak of unknown errors happen
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Practical Example:
Error Tracking with Sentry
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Practical Example: Error Tracking with Sentry
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Practical Example: Error Tracking with Sentry
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Practical Example: Error Tracking with Sentry
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Outlook

› Static Application Security Testing (SAST)

→ static code analysis that checks for pattern

→ point of source code and often give feedback

› Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST)

→ block bock testing

→ requires functioning product/application

→ based on libraries of automated attacks, fuzzying, etc.
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Key Takeaways

› Security is everyone responsibility

› Embrace security as an integral part of the process

→ use feedback to refine the process

› DevSecOps is not a one size fit all

→ your mileage will vary
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Michael Fuchs
Software Developer at
Application Development

inovex GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Allee 6
76131 Karlsruhe

michael.fuchs@inovex.de 

Vielen Dank!
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